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CENTRAL REGION AND TAGGING SYSTEM



FORWARD REGION



BGO-OD (BGO-Open Dipole)

INFN responsibilities 

Scintillator 
Barrel

BGO Calorimeter, Barrel, Target ==> Successful Commissioning in 
Feb./March and May/June 2012



BGO-OD (BGO-Open Dipole)

Daniel Elsner



BGO-OD DETECTOR FEATURES

Detector is optimized for:
- forward region: charged particle identification and momentum 
resolution

- central region: photon detection with good energy and angular 
resolution; charged particle tracking and identification; energy 
measurement for protons; neutron detection

- mixed charged and neutral final state detection

- has trigger capabilities (trigger on the energy sum deposited in 
BGO)

- open trigger (many channels can simultaneously be acquired)

- good time resolution of signals in the BGO calorimeter



(higher nucleon excitation energies)

BGO-OD Bonn: Main physics objectives

Systematic investigation of the photoproduction of mesons off the 
nucleon for the study of the excitation spectrum of the nucleon. 
The underlying mechanisms must still be considered as poorly 
understood. Improved experiments will shed new light on the low-
energy hadronic aspects of the strong interaction. In particular 
asymmetry observables can help to disentangle the contribution 
of the different resonances. 

  γ N→Nη γ N→Nη’ scalar mesons 

  γ N→Nω  γ Ν→Νφ  vector mesons

 γ N→ KΛ (Σ) strange mesons

Joint PAC of MAMI and ELSA Dec. 6th-7th



  After more than 50 years of  γ N → Nπ  our knowledge of the 
nucleon resonances is far from being satisfactory 

Main reasons: 
(i)   too few observables have been  measured 
(ii)  too few data on the neutron (e.m. interactions do not           
conserve isospin) 
(iii) resonances  can decay into Nππ, Nη, . . . (coupled channel 
approach needed)  

What is needed:
==> Single and double polarization asymmetries
==> III and IV Resonance Regions 
==> Data on neutron



 η, η', ω  = ISOSPIN FILTERS

Isoscalar mesons allow to access only N*(I=1/2) resonances and this 
simplifies the interpretation of the data.

From B.Krusche, Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 51 (2003), 399-485



γ p → η p

Higher multipoles 
expansion cosθ(E3-,+M3-)

Low energy: Σ=0 if only S
11

(1535) contributes 

Interf S11(1535)-D13(1520) (sin2 θη
cm   behav.)

High energy: interference S
11

(1535)-F15(1680) 

(peak at forward angles)

Σ=−
qCM

2 kγ
CM

3  sin2θ  Re [E0+ (E2-+ M2- ) ]     
( dσ /dΩ)UNP

γ N → η Ν Different 
behaviour 
proton-
neutron at 
Eγ>1GeV.  

Differences 
will be further 
explored at 
BGO-OD.

EPJA 33, 169-184 (2007)
PRL 81, 1797 (1998) γ N → η Ν

A. Fantini



 η ' PHOTOPRODUCTION
Recent precise data are available on total and diff. x-sections from CLAS and ELSA-CB. 
Inclusion of different set of resonances in the models provides similar predictions for x-
sect. but very different for the beam asym. Σ will be measured for the first time at ELSA.

G. Mandaglio

I = P11 , S11 , P13 and D13 
II= inclusion of an extra D13 (2085) 
III= inclusion of higher mass P11 and S11 
IV=P13 is removed from the fit
V=all resonances (W,Γ from PDG)



 ω  PHOTOPRODUCTION

The asymmetry on the neutron will be further explored at BGO-OD

V. Vegna



 φ  PHOTOPRODUCTION

Asymmetry on the proton and the neutron will be further explored at BGO-OD

V. Vegna



BGO crystal read-out is performed with Sampling ADCs@160MHz (6.25ns) which allow to 
reconstruct the starting time of the signal and its main parameters: time and amplitude of the first 
maximum and mimimum (and of all following relative mamima and minima), total integral of 
the signal, partial integrals.

Fast rising edge 
≈  20 ns

Decay 
time 
≈  300 ns

Sampled BGO signal in a 1000 ns window during data taking



DATA FROM FEB.-MARCH 2012

Signal start time distribution of all 
BGO crystals 

Time difference between crystals in a photon cluster

Crystals energy 0-100 MeV Crystals energy 100-200 MeV



01 March 2012: Beginning of data taking

Francesca Curciarello – Veronica De Leo – Rachele Di Salvo – Alessia Fantini

BGO Crystals are calibrated with a 22Na source.



Tom Jude

DATA FROM FEB.-MARCH 2012



Tom Jude

DATA FROM FEB.-MARCH 2012



DATA FROM FEB.-MARCH 2012

Tom Jude



Tom Jude



The good time resolution on the BGO signals will 
allow not only background rejection in clusterization 
algorithms but also a new method for the K+ 
identification from the time delay between the signal 
released by the K+ and the delayed signal released by 
the decay product (K+ → µ+ νµ).  

DATA FROM FEB.-MARCH 2012

Tom Jude







(mainly involving low cross sections and/or precision measurements)

•Threshold meson production: (test of LET/ ChPT): 

                Strangeness (γ N →ΛK) 

                  π0 photoproduction at threshold

 Ambiguity free amplitude analysis of meson photoproduction

               Requires Double polarization measurements: 

               γN→Nπ(π); Nη (ρ,…) channels

•Rare η, η / decays Tests of fundamental symmetries (C,CP,CPT…)

 In medium properties of hadrons & nuclear physics:

              Meson photo production on nuclei

CB@MAMI: Main physics objectives







∆(1232) strongly dominates









Experiments with polarised neutrons

 2H:  µ ∼ µp + µn ⇒

            deuteron ∼  0.93•(neutron)+0.93•(proton)

 3He:  µ ∼ µn ⇒              (S-state with ∼  90% prob.)

 3He ∼  0.87•(neutron)-0.026•(proton)

 Polarised  3He is the best substitute of a free polarised 
neutron

n p

n p  p





Effective nucleon polariz.  (due to S/D waves)



CONCLUSIONS

- CB@MAMI Collaboration is continuing a very fruitful physics program 
based on double polarization measurements with a high intensity and high energy 
resolution tagged beam up to energies of 1.6 GeV

- BGO-OD Collaboration has successfully completed its first part of 
commissioning and will be ready soon to take data in a complementary energy 
region (up to 2.9 GeV) with a linearly polarized beam and will start an 
interesting  program of scalar, vector and strange meson photoproduction on the 
proton (first) and on the neutron (after). 

THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION!



BACKUP SLIDES









MRPC
(Multigap Resistive Plate Chamber)





MRPC



No field 

Magnetic field – 0.168 T





P. Pedroni  - LNF - 19/12/12

S-BEAMLINE

E-BEAMLINE

ELectron Stretcher and 
Accelerator (ELSA)











First measurement of the F observable

• γ p -> pπ0  channel

• Circular polarized photon beam
• Transverse  polarized  target
 
• Photon Energy range : 420 -1020 MeV

dσ
dΩ

∣POLAR=
dσ
dΩ

∣UNPOL⋅[ 1 −plin
γ Σ cos(2ϕ)

−px
T p lin

γ H sin (2ϕ)+px
T pcirc

γ F

−p y
T T −px

T plin
γ P cos(2ϕ)

−pz
T p lin

γ Gsin (2ϕ)+p z
T pcirc

γ E ]



Differential polarised Differential polarised 
cross section cross section 

EEγγ  = 418  = 418 
MeVMeV

EEγγ  = 400  = 400 
MeVMeV

EEγγ  = 381  = 381 
MeVMeV

EEγγ  = 361  = 361 
MeVMeV

θLAB  

π

CBCB 
π0X
A. A. 
FixFix
MAIMAI
DD

γ⃗ 3 H⃗ e→π 0X

First First 
datadata
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Connection between resonances and 
multipoles

Photon    Photon
   L         Multipole  J

  
 P 

Pion       Pion  
  lπ            Multipole
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γp→ pπ0F Asymmetry

• VERY Preliminary 
• ONLY statistcal errors 

ϑπ
CMMAID

SAID

Data from V.Kashevarov

Main contribution due to F15(1680) excitation



Status of the deuteron results

γ⃗ d⃗ → X

AFS model from  
Ahrenhoevel, Fix 
and Schwamb 



 Facility
     tagged photon facility of the MAMI accelerator in Mainz
 Beam 
   circularly polarised photons produced by bremsstrahlung of   

longitudinally      polarised electrons
Eelectron = 525 MeV
150 < Eγ < 500 MeV

 Target 
    Polarised 3He gas 
    First feasibility test 

 Detector
      the large acceptance (93%) 
            Crystal  BallCrystal  Ball (CB) photon
       spectrometer in combination
        with the TAPSTAPS detector
 
   

TA
PS

CRYSTAL 
BALL

PI
D

MWP
C

3He Experimental set-up



3He polarisation

MEOP: Metastability Exchange Optical MEOP: Metastability Exchange Optical 
PumpingPumping

Ground state

Metastable state

11S0

23S1

23P0

1083 nm 
σ+ transition

B = 0B = 0 B B ≠≠ 0 0

mF = +½

mF = -½

mF = +½

mF = -½

Excited state

(F = ½)

(F = ½)

Polarisation transfer to the 3He 
ground state by atomic 

collisions3 H⃗ e (2 3 S1)+3 He (1 1 S0 )→3 He (2 3 S1)+3 H⃗ e (1 1 S0 )

RF 
discharge

Laser

J.Krimmer et al., NIMA 
648, 
35 (2011) 



33He He 
gasgas

Ti 
windows

All charged particle 
events

(P-A) difference

Natoms ∼ 1021/cm2  ∼102 
times less than in a 
solid/liquid target

Charged Particle Z-Vertex 
from MWPCs 



γ 3 He → X
“Inclusive”  analysis 

method 

(NO partial channel 
separation)

Only hadron counting  and 
empty  target subtraction Extrapolation  from 

quasi-free  pion 
production and MAID 
cross sections 

 Extrapolation from 
Schwamb model for ppn

Data from CB detector 
ONLY 

Overall Extrapolation is 
about 5 % of the 
measured yields
Good agreement with 

previous data

Unpolarised data 



γ 3 He → πX
A. Fix model:

Input: Free γN→πN 
amplitudes from 
MAID

Free Amplitudes  
embedded inside 
3He wave function

 FSI taken into 
account in an 
approximate way

 As expected , 
FSI play a bigger 
role in the π0 

case

π0 X

π± X

First First 
datadata



Differential unpolarised Differential unpolarised 
cross section cross section γ 3 He → π±X

EEγγ  = 418  = 418 
MeVMeV

EEγγ  = 381  = 381 
MeVMeV

EEγγ  = 400  = 400 
MeVMeV

EEγγ  = 361  = 361 
MeVMeV

θLAB  

π

CBCB 
π±X
A. A. 
FixFix
MAIMAI
DDFirst First 

datadata
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γ⃗ 3 H⃗ e→ ppn

No model estimation available for  this 
channel
“Quasi-deuteron” approximation (γ 3He → 
pnps)
evaluated from the Schwamb γd → pn model

First First 
datadata
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